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Abstract

A variety of proposals for preferred methodological approaches has been advanced in the recent artificial intelligence (AI) literature. Rather than advocating a particular approach, this article attempts to explain the apparent confusion of efforts in the field in terms of differences among underlying methodological perspectives held by practicing researchers. The article presents a review of such perspectives discussed in the existing literature and then considers a descriptive and relatively specific typology of these differing research perspectives. It is argued that researchers should make their methodological orientations explicit when communicating research results, to increase both the quality of research reports and their comprehensibility for other participants in the field. A reader of the AI literature, an understanding of the various methodological perspectives will be of immediate benefit, giving a framework for understanding and evaluating research reports. In addition, explicit attention to methodological commitments might be a step towards providing a coherent intellectual structure that can be more easily assimilated by newcomers to the field.

More than a quarter century after its beginnings, AI has yet to produce a commonly accepted statement of purpose or description of conventional research practices. Studies are reported in a wide range of publications. While some focus on the field (e.g., Artificial Intelligence), others are concerned with different research areas (e.g., Behavioral and Brain Sciences). What results is a profusion of literature that is difficult to encompass for students and practitioners alike. If the study of AI is to be considered, and conducted as a scientific endeavor rather than an amorphous enterprise whose subject matter is constantly shifting (or even disappearing as results are incorporated into other fields), one might profitably ask if distinct methodological perspectives can be identified by which to organize some of the current confusion of efforts. Perhaps, as others have pointed out, "there are undoubtedly some views of AI that are more fruitful than others... We ought to be guided by the most productive paradigms" (Nilsson, 1982).

Concern for methodological issues in AI research is on the upswing (Ohlsson, 1983; Bundy, 1983a; Cercone and McCalla, 1983). However, this interest appears to be prescriptive focusing on what AI researchers should be rather than what they actually are doing. For example, Cercone and McCalla relegate the multitude of differing AI approaches to a rather constraining spatial metaphor, a "pie" composed of problem areas like vision, expert systems, or learning. They then specify "design objectives that any ideal AI system should meet" (p. 4, italics added). These objectives include development of a working system, external validation of system capabilities, and identification of generalized results. While these may well be desirable characteristics for some idealized view of AI research, they fall short of specifying the underlying assumptions or basic objectives of practicing researchers. This despite remarks that "AI is a turbulent, exciting, audacious research area with a multitude of different approaches and influences which should continue to gain in credibility and importance in the years to come (p. 21)."

We argue that prescriptive methodological analysis of AI simply adds to the prevailing sense of confusion. We propose instead a descriptive analysis of what participants in the field actually do, as evident in exemplary published
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studies. We will present a variety of perspectives for viewing AI research, which have been previously reported in the literature, and we will attempt to condense those perspectives into a descriptive epistemological framework or typology. No attempt will be made to evaluate their relative efficacy of differing perspectives. However, we will argue that researchers in AI should make their methodological perspectives explicit when publishing research results so that both practitioners holding alternative perspectives and newcomers to the field can understand them better. Even without explicit methodological commitments on the part of writers, a reader sensitive to methodological issues should be better able to evaluate published research reports.

Are Research Perspectives Important in AI?

In a relatively new field of intellectual exploration, adherence to (or even identification of) methodological perspectives might be considered somewhat counterproductive. The flexibility with which investigators could approach a tremendous variety of potential research questions might be unnecessarily constrained if the means of investigation were rigorously defined. We believe, however, that identifiable methodological approaches have evolved and have come to play an increasingly important, though implicit, role in shaping public discussions of the "state of AI." Clearly, researchers are doing something, and this activity should be amenable to descriptive analysis.

As a preface to this analysis, some description of what organizing research perspectives provide for scientific activity seems in order. "Perspective" in this article refers to a disciplinary matrix or context within which researchers practice their trade. This concept of a matrix is similar to the most general notion of a "paradigm" as advanced by Kuhn (1970) and includes acts of shared values within a common conceptual vocabulary (Weimer, 1979). Although we will not address the developmental maturity of AI as a scientific endeavor, we will assume that multiple, competing paradigmatic orientations can exist simultaneously in a single field (Masterman, 1970). Hence proponents of differing perspectives often talk past each other when discussing aspects of their work in terms of those different perspectives.

From a functional point of view, a shared methodological perspective provides important constraints on exploratory activity for a particular community of researchers. First, the perspective guides selection of appropriate research problems or phenomena to be examined much as a map defines boundaries in a geographic territory being explored. Once a problem is selected for study, the shared perspective specifies how acceptable research should be conducted and indirectly provides a medium of communication (i.e., journals and conferences) through which research findings can be examined by the community as a whole. This critical evaluation of findings proceeds in accordance with a shared set of criteria for gauging the quality of research efforts. Finally, the research perspective provides a framework within which new participants in the research community can assimilate the skills necessary for conducting and evaluating research.

Paradoxically, there are indications that the field of AI lacks the kind of direction a clear explication of such methodological constraints might provide. There is considerable disagreement over what constitutes important research problems, as is evident, for example, in the divergence of views collected in a recent survey of research on knowledge representation (Brachman and Smith, 1980). The survey indicated no clear consensus on what "knowledge" was to be represented or what "representation" entailed. This sort of confusion is also evident in the selection of appropriate research methodologies, leading to arguments like the persistent methodological squabble between "scruffy" and "neat" views of AI research (Bundy, 1982).

Perhaps as a result of such problems, published studies turn up in a dizzying variety of journals, conference proceedings, and books, which are hard to follow even for the experienced AI researcher, much less neophytes. Assuming that readers can find published studies that relate to their interests, there seems to be no consensus as to what constitutes "good work." In the opinion of one leading AI researcher, this confusion over appropriate problems and methods has reached a point where most recent work submitted to conferences has been rejected as "junk" (Schank, 1983). Such confusion must also have consequences for the training of new AI researchers, forcing them into what amounts to isolated apprenticeships with curricula that have been described as "scandalous" (Nilsson, 1980a) in their lack of formal methodological training.

This serious state of disarray might suggest that organizing research perspectives currently do not exist. In the field. We contend, however, that several perspectives do exist, that they are seldom explicitly stated, and that in some respects they are in opposition to each other. Without an explicit examination of these perspectives, critical evaluation of AI with respect to problem choice, methods, and quality of results suffers, and the study of AI is difficult to present as a coherent academic discipline.

Perspectives in Print

This section contains a roughly chronological selection of previously published methodological analyses of AI research. Each of these studies seeks to partition research in AI into several distinct categories, depending on the author's underlying assumptions. Obviously, this sort of partitioning can be achieved in a variety of ways:

- By existing or desired scientific qualities (e.g., Ohlsson's call for principles, 1983).
Our review will not be exhaustive, as we have chosen to exclude analyses which are overtly prescriptive in nature (e.g., Ohlsson, 1983 or Schank, 1983) or which subdivide AI research topically (e.g., Cercone and McCalla, 1983). The former approach speaks very little to what practicing AI researchers actually do in their work. The latter blurs important methodological distinctions in trying to make content-level comparisons more accessible to the reader. Instead, we will focus on analyses that attempt to describe what researchers intend to do in their work and what methods they employ towards that end. i.e., descriptions of existing methodological perspectives AI research. To the extent possible, problem choice, preferred methods, and criteria for successful research will be discussed for each methodological approach. However, as will soon become clear, existing descriptive analyses of methodological issues in AI often do not achieve a level of detail that allows sharp distinctions with respect to these issues.

Newell’s Analysis
One of the earliest descriptive analyses of research strategies comes from Allen Newell (1973). Research orientations are broken into three classes, and exemplary studies are presented for each. First, Newell describes a class in which the exploration of intelligent functions provides the major research focus. In this approach, a problem task is chosen that is assumed to require intelligent (typically human) behavior, and a computational mechanism is proposed that is sufficient to support the accomplishment of this task. As an exemplar, Newell cites Green’s (1969) work in automatic theorem proving.

The second class characterizes AI as a science of weak methods where “weak” is intended to designate general usefulness of a particular technique across a variety of problem domains, despite low information content with respect to any particular domain. Thus, the methodological approach is to describe a general technique or method, demonstrating its effectiveness across problem domains in the hope of eventually establishing a collection of general methods that are useful for constructing “intelligent” systems—much as numerical methods are applicable across a wide range of problems. An exemplar would be Newell’s (1969) examination of ill-structured problems.

Newell’s final class views AI as theoretical psychology, in the sense of viewing human cognition as the performance of an information-processing system. In this class, a computer model of some cognitive process is proposed and then validated by comparison with features of the human behavior being modeled. An exemplar would be Newell and Simon’s (1972) analysis of cryptarithmetic problem solving in which program control structure is compared with human strategies evident in problem-solving protocols.

Weizenbaum’s Analysis
An incompletely specified but highly visible account of AI research practices can be found in Weizenbaum (1976). According to Weizenbaum, AI researchers proceed in one of three modes. First, in a performance mode, researchers are purely concerned with building practical software systems that satisfy a need for some artifact capable of impressive levels of performance. As an example, Weizenbaum makes a general reference to robotics research but cites no particular study. In contrast, AI researchers working in theory mode strive to uncover general principles of intelligent behavior without explicit regard to issues of implementation, much as turn of the century aerodynamicists studied principles of flight. No exemplars are given for this view of AI. Weizenbaum’s third mode, simulation, involves the construction of computer models of human cognition which can be compared with actual human behavior as a means of validation. As an exemplar, Weizenbaum suggests Newell and Simon’s (1963) work on GPS.

Feigenbaum’s Analysis
In the context of describing an emerging discipline of “knowledge engineering,” Feigenbaum (1977) argues for the continuing applicability of a view of AI research proposed much earlier (Feigenbaum and Feldman, 1963). In the first of two representative classes, researchers attempt to build useful intelligent systems and to develop a methodology that supports such construction. This view is particularly appealing to Feigenbaum, and his description of it is replete with terminology suggestive of an engineering discipline (e.g., “workbench,” “knowledge engineers,” and “toolkit”). Artifacts as “intelligent agents” are characterized by their use of heuristic search guided by a considerable amount of domain specific knowledge. Numerous exemplars are given, with the DENDRAL project (Feigenbaum et al., 1971) being distinguished by both its longevity as a research program and its popularity among researchers in chemistry. Feigenbaum claims the second class of AI research closely follows Newell’s (1973) view of AI as theoretical psychology, but offers no exemplars, or even any discussion.

Lenat’s Analysis
In describing his research on mathematical discovery, Lenat (1978) proclaims a single paradigm for AI research, in which intelligent behavior is viewed as the output of a symbol-processing system. Having selected some human
cognitive activity, the AI researcher proposes a theory of information-processing to support that activity, in the form of a computer program. The behavior of the running program is then examined to determine the locus of “intelligent” behavior with the hope of uncovering a unified theory of intelligence. As an exemplar Lenat discusses his own work (1977) on automatic theory formation in mathematics, stressing a view of intelligence as heuristic search. Unfortunately, while this description is compelling, alternate methodological viewpoints are not discussed, making his analysis descriptive in only a narrow sense.

Hayes’s Analysis

Hayes (1978) contrasts AI research methodology with that of general systems theory, arguing that AI defers generality in favor of working programs. According to Hayes, applied AI focuses on creating useful artifacts in highly circumscribed task domains. As an exemplar, Hayes suggests the work of Waltz (1975) which supports natural language access to a large database of aircraft maintenance and flight information. Hayes describes a second form, scientific AI, which concentrates on the construction of working programs as experimental evidence for theoretical explanations of intelligent behavior. Schank and Abelson’s (1977) description of conceptual dependency theory in natural language understanding is given as an exemplar. Thus, both forms of AI research rely on the construction of working programs. For applied AI, the programs are the end product while for scientific AI they serve as confirming experiments. Confirmation, as described, is simply a demonstration that a particular behavior could be achieved with a particular computational artifact.

Ringle’s Analysis

Finally, Ringle (1979) proposes a relatively detailed research taxonomy consisting of four classes. The first class, AI technology, is similar to Newell’s exploration, Weizenbaum’s performance, and Hayes’s applied perspectives. The approach taken is to construct reliable, cost-effective artifacts that demonstrate intelligent functioning without regard for human behavior or processes. As an example, Ringle cites the work of Buchanan et al., (1969) on the analysis of mass spectrogram data in the DENDRAL project.

The second perspective, AI simulation, is concerned with overt human behavior but breaks into two approaches that differ in the extent to which internal human cognitive processes are considered. In the first approach, which Ringle terms “demonstrative simulation,” computer programs are constructed to produce human-like behavior without regard for internal cognitive processing. As exemplars, Ringle suggests many of the early game-playing systems, which sought a human level of performance with out concern for emulating human processing. According to Ringle (1983b), demonstrative simulations are no longer undertaken in “mainstream AI.” The second approach, “investigative simulation,” involves computer demonstration of human-like behavior followed by hypotheses about similarities between machine processing and human cognitive activities. Newell and Simon’s (1963) use of protocol analyses in validating the computational mechanisms of the GPS system (specifically means-ends analysis) is given as an example.

The third perspective in Ringle’s taxonomy is termed AI modeling and involves the construction of computer programs that are intended specifically as models of internal human cognitive representation and processing. Ringle cites the work of Hunt (1973) on human memory as an exemplar. This modeling perspective is distinct from investigative simulation in that research moves from theory to object rather than constructing working programs and then advancing hypotheses of similarity between program and cognitive structures. Ringle (1983b) later suggests that simulation and modeling perspectives might be combined under the rubric of “cognitive simulation,” with exploratory activity moving both ways between theory and object. The relationship between cognitive simulation in AI and research in experimental psychology is discussed at length (Ringle, 1983a).

Finally, Ringle describes AI theory in which general principles of intelligence are advanced without regard for particular implementations or human cognition. Ringle’s claim is that this perspective amounts to a form of applied epistemology that, “when mature, will subsume the theory of human intelligence” (p. 12). As an exemplar, Minsky’s (1975) theory of frames is given.

Perspectives in Perspective

If the reader at this point feels somewhat ambivalent towards the research perspectives discussed above, this paper will be in some measure a success. Perspectives overlap across the differing frameworks, and none clearly specifies a “modus operandi” for AI researchers that one might expect from an epistemological description of a disciplinary matrix within which research occurs. Specifically, none of the studies reviewed clearly describes issues of problem choice, practical methodology, or the critical evaluation of research reports.

The reasons for the sparseness of the foregoing descriptions are diverse and merit some consideration at this point. Of central importance, there is no consensus from within the field or among observers of the field as to what the term “artificial intelligence” means. While many might agree that artificial (particularly man-made) systems are worthy of study (Simon, 1969), there is little agreement on the extent to which intelligent systems should be artificial, in the sense that the artifact differs significantly from the original, natural object.

More importantly, however, the term intelligence has no agreed upon meaning. Before attributing this confusion
to AI specifically, we should note that the meaning of intelligence was a hotly contested issue many years before the emergence of AI, and remains unresolved unless elusive operational definitions like “intelligence is what intelligence tests measure” are acceptable. Hence, we when researchers speak of choosing a problem task that is assumed to require “intelligent” (perhaps human-like) behavior, the space of potential problems is hardly well-defined.

In fact, the definition of intelligent behavior (whether human or otherwise) appears to reflect the goals of the researcher more than any attributes of the behavior itself. For example, in Ringle’s taxonomy it is unclear whether research problems (in the form of some task domain) that interest AI “technologists” would interest followers of any of the other perspectives. As Ringle (1983a) suggests, the method and intent of the researcher appear to overshadow choice of a domain. Hence, researchers might approach a particular task domain (e.g., vision) from differing methodological perspectives and achieve strikingly different results.

Considering method and intent more directly, we can identify interesting common points among the analyses reviewed. With respect to intent, two issues seem paramount and reflect the definitional difficulties described above. First, research perspectives appear to diverge over the issue of the artificiality of the computational mechanisms under study. Of the six analyses reviewed, all but Lenat (1978) and Hayes (1978) find an explicit distinction between research undertaken with the intent of exploring human cognitive phenomena and studies of “intelligent” functioning by any means possible (i.e., computational mechanisms).

Second, perspectives can be differentiated in terms of the generality of reasoning methods sought. Newell’s (1973) distinction between the exploration of intelligent functions and the study of weak methods clearly exploits opposite ends of this generality continuum. In fact, all but Feigenbaum (1977) and Lenat (1978) make a similar distinction between computational techniques developed for a specific applications area and techniques explored with the intent of discovering general reasoning mechanisms that will be effective across varied task domains. In the extreme, endorsement of generality leads to research perspectives that purport to encompass both computational and human reasoning capabilities. An example would be Ringle’s (1979) AI theory, which, as described, may eventually “subsume” theories of human intelligence.

In sum, dimensions of artificiality and generality play an important role in differentiating perspectives. Table 1 shows how the analyses reviewed have fit these dimen-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artificial</th>
<th>Natural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specific</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newell: exploration</td>
<td>Newell: theoretical psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weizenbaum: performance</td>
<td>Weizenbaum: simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes: applied</td>
<td>Feigenbaum: theoretical psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ringle: technology</td>
<td>Ringle: simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>General</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newell: weak methods</td>
<td>Newell: theoretical psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weizenbaum: theory</td>
<td>Weizenbaum: simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feigenbaum: engineering</td>
<td>Feigenbaum: theoretical psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenat: unified theory</td>
<td>Ringle: simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes: scientific</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ringle: theory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Partitioning of reviewed perspectives by dimensions of artificiality and generality.

Table 1.
A typology formed from differing intentions and methods of AI researchers. Exemplary research projects are listed for each perspective along with well-known participants.
intellectual abilities (Sternberg, 1977). The issue of generality in computational studies of human reasoning does not appear to have become so well defined.

Not only are cells of Table 1 incompletely filled, but the two factors of artificiality and generality do not account completely for the diversity of research activity existing within particular cells. For example, it is not clear that Feigenbaum’s (1977) engineering perspective overlaps very cleanly with Newell’s (1973) description of weak methods. Additional factors concerning methodological approach must also be considered. In the next section, we present a five-part typology that both covers existing descriptive frameworks and speaks directly to issues of problem choice, methods, and criteria for assessing quality.

An Epistemological Framework for AI Research

In attempting to delineate a set of AI research perspectives with respect to problem choice, methodological approach, and criteria for evaluation, we do not claim that the resultant typology is wholly accurate. However, we offer empirical evidence for the fit of these perspectives in the form of an examination of selected studies. In addition, we will attempt to demonstrate the diversity of results that have been achieved within each perspective and suggest that each perspective is productive within the context of its underlying methodological assumptions and that results are often shared across perspectives.

Artificial Versus Natural

As noted earlier, most of the analyses reviewed in this paper have much in common. We propose a unifying typology of research perspectives, described by the tree structure shown in Figure 1. In particular, there seem to be two primary classes of research activity separated by the level of concern for explaining natural (i.e., human or animal) intelligence. This reflects the dimension of artificiality discussed previously. Within these broad classes, termed artificial and natural for reference, further subdivisions follow on the basis of relatively coarse grounds of methodology and intent.

Performance Versus Principle

For researchers not concerned with exclusively natural modes of intelligent functioning, an intentional distinction is possible between those interested solely in program performance and those interested in uncovering more general principles of intelligence. This reflects the dimension of generality discussed previously, and Ohlsson’s advocacy of investigating principled mechanisms for information processing (1983) exemplifies prescriptive concern for this issue. The MACSYMA system (1975) for symbolic manipulation of algebraic formulas would be an example of the performance perspective.

Constructive Versus Form

For researchers interested in more general principles, a methodological division similar to Ringle’s distinction between simulation and modeling appears useful. One approach to such general principles is a bottom-up construction of functional AI systems in “real-world” (i.e., difficult) task domains in the hope that general principles useful for intelligent systems will emerge as computational requirements are accommodated. The work of Buchanan et al., (1969) on DENDRAL provides an exemplar of this constructive approach in which the researcher moves from object (program) to theory (general principles).

In contrast, many AI researchers interested in general principles of intelligence use a top-down approach in which computational structures and mechanisms are described formally (usually independent of any particular task) before being demonstrated in domains that are often highly constrained. In Ringle’s terminology, researchers proceed from theory (general principles) to object (programs). Hart, Nilsson, and Raphael’s (1968) work on heuristic search in graphs is an exemplar of this formal approach. We should not exaggerate this directionality between theory and object, however, both constructive and formal approaches evidence an interplay of inductive (bottom-up) and deductive (top-down) activity common in other fields of scientific inquiry.

Empirical Versus Speculative

For AI researchers primarily concerned with the character of naturally occurring intelligent systems, we can also define a subdivision along methodological lines between researchers who present explicit demonstrations of correspondence between behavior of artificial and natural systems and researchers who profess an interest in natural intelligence, but make less rigorous efforts to demonstrate empirical evidence for correspondence between artificial and natural systems. Newell and Simon’s (1972) work on human problem solving can be considered an exemplar of the former, empirical perspective, while Schank’s (1977) description of episodic memory organization might serve as an exemplar for the latter, speculative perspective. We should note that with this last methodological distinction, we do not intend to contrast “careful” and “reckless” computational approaches to natural intelligence. Rather, empirical and speculative perspectives represent alternatives in terms of problem choice, preferred methods, and criteria for successful results. These distinctions will be discussed more fully in following sections.

In addition to the studies cited above, Figure 1 lists other studies in order to give some feeling for the diversity of work within each particular perspective. These studies were selected because they are well-known; they are listed in roughly chronological order beneath the exemplars for each perspective. Beneath these studies, well known proponents of each perspective are listed. As we will discuss
Shifting and Sharing

To suggest that these five perspectives describe completely disjoint communities of practicing researchers would be misleading. In fact, even a casual inspection of the literature suggests that people shift between perspectives over time and that issues are shared across perspectives with differing research goals. Feigenbaum provides a clear example of a researcher shifting between perspectives. His thesis research with the EPAM simulation of human verbal learning (Simon and Feigenbaum, 1964) falls within the empirical tradition, while much of his subsequent work in knowledge engineering (Feigenbaum, 1977) clearly represents the constructive perspective. Interestingly, a recent paper by Feigenbaum and Simon (1984) gives a defense of major findings with the earlier empirical work. Thus AI research cannot be partitioned solely on the basis of major participants (a possibility not discussed in earlier sections). Feigenbaum’s activities in multiple perspectives are not aberrant or unusual; it is easy to imagine other situations in which individuals might shift in a similar fashion. For example, a researcher doing formal work on knowledge representation techniques might collaborate on the construction of some practical artifact, with reports of both activities reaching the literature.

Alternately, it is possible for research undertaken in one perspective to initiate complementary activity in a different perspective, resulting in a sharing of ideas across multiple perspectives. For example, the many contexts in which search proved an important component of constructive and performance studies undoubtedly provided much of the initial impetus for formal approaches to heuristic search. Consider also the widespread use and endorsement of semantic nets. Initiated in the empirical tradition with the work of Quillian (1968) on modeling human semantic memory, this network-like formalism for representing information has since been so widely adopted as to be found in published reports from each of the other methodological perspectives.

While it might be argued that semantic nets are example of a shared knowledge representation tool that is independent of the user’s methodology, this network formalism serves clearly different roles in studies conducted within different methodological perspectives. Lenat’s (1977) use of a network formalism for representing mathematical concepts, an example of the constructive perspective in our typology, is clearly different from Etherington and Reiter’s (1983) work on inheritance hierarchies with exceptions, a strong exemplar of our formal perspective. The former uses semantic nets precisely in the sense of a tool, while the latter study takes network formalisms as the central object of study. (Brachman (1979) discusses the varied history of semantic networks in detail.) In summary, there is ample evidence that the same idea can be shared across perspectives, but that this sharing is tempered by dramatically different focus.

Because of this tendency on the part of researchers and issues to shift quite freely between perspectives, the typology we are presenting might better be considered as a description of ideal types from which variance is to be expected. Nonetheless, we contend that published research reports can generally be identified as subscribing to one of the five perspectives, and that such a classification can be useful for readers wishing to evaluate the quality of these reports and their relation to other work. To justify this claim, we must sharpen the methodological and intentional divisions depicted earlier by giving more detailed descriptions of the three components a useful research perspective should provide: guidance in problem choice, a characteristic methodology, and a set of criteria by which good work can be identified.

Perspectives in Particular

In this section, we will describe the three components mentioned above for each of the five proposed research perspectives and we will attempt to assign studies to each of the perspectives. For each perspective, these exemplars are examined first, followed by a more general summary of perspective components.

Performance AI

As an exemplar of AI research oriented entirely towards impressive levels of performance, we will look at the widely used MACSYMA system for online algebraic manipulation (Moses, 1971; MACSYMA, 1975; Barr and Feigenbaum, 1982). Unlike much previous work on symbolic integration which was concerned with general AI techniques, the MACSYMA project displays a clear goal of integration, performance at or beyond levels of human performance. Extensive domain-specific expertise (often in the form of highly specific mathematical algorithms) is used to generate solutions without regard for human approaches to similar problems or the relationship of computational mechanisms to established AI techniques.

As a problem choice, symbolic integration represents a constrained, nontrivial task that is often difficult for humans. In addition, substantial levels of performance in this problem domain promise to be of considerable use to individuals who regularly face difficult integration problems in their work (e.g., researchers in plasma physics).

The methodology of the MACSYMA project is to develop and use whatever integration techniques seem promising for the solution of particular classes of symbolic problems. Although representational and processing issues of general interest to AI do emerge (e.g., inheritance hierarchies to guide inferences over symbol types), there is little
a priori interest in such issues. Rather, the emphasis is on what techniques might be applied so as to minimize the time/space complexity of generating solutions within the problem domain or to make the system more accessible to users.

As a criterion for success, the usefulness of the MACSYMA system for online users looms large. In addition, comparisons are drawn between successively more sophisticated system capabilities in terms of the classes of problems that can be solved and the time/space complexity of solutions to those problems. In the case of MACSYMA, program performance actually exceeds that of all but a few human experts.

To generalize, the performance AI perspective selects problems often undertaken with some difficulty by humans. Hence, moving toward solution of these problems would typically be of some practical significance. Methods consist of developing and applying processing and representational techniques that approach solutions with minimal computational requirements. As evidence of success, practical usefulness and improved performance over previous computational approaches weigh heavily.

Constructive AI

As an example of the constructive (bottom-up) approach to general principles of intelligence in AI, we will examine the heuristic DENDRAL project (Buchanan et al., 1969, 1970; Feigenbaum et al., 1971). Taking the study of scientific hypothesis formation as a general goal, the DENDRAL project can be seen as a study of the merits of generality versus expertise with respect to the performance power of AI techniques. This effort is not to be confused with the performance perspective, and interestingly enough, the investigators on the DENDRAL project are careful to point out that “attention given to the program as an application of artificial intelligence research has tended to obscure the more general concerns of the project investigators” (Feigenbaum, et al., 1971, p. 166).

As a problem choice, molecular structure elucidation in organic chemistry serves as a complex, real-world problem which is “complex enough and rich enough in internal structure and theory to provide many firm foundation points on which to erect a meta-level for the study of theory formation processes” (Feigenbaum, et al., 1971, p. 187). The problem is chosen to provide a “forcing function” in which domain requirements will guide system design and illuminate representational and processing issues of more general significance in AI.

Methodologically, the DENDRAL project proceeds as an iterative interplay between program design/construction and performance/experimentation, with general issues emerging in the process of accommodating demands in the task domain. For example, in attacking the amine family of chemical structures, the need for strong heuristic constraint on the space of possible structures leads to the construction of a powerful planning mechanism. This development, combined with the incorporation of simple hypotheses concerning likely fragmentation patterns, introduces problems of consistency among multiple sources of knowledge, which in turn leads to an appreciation for the desirability of separating knowledge representation from processing details. Reflecting on this chain of events initiated by an attempt to constrain search, the investigators report “there are a number of ways to do this, some of which were tried with success, some with failure. The failures were at least as illuminating as the successes” (Feigenbaum, et al., 1971, p. 171). As might be expected, rewriting substantial sections of code is described as a common activity in the project (Buchanan et al., 1970). Hence, demands originally quite specific to the task at hand can be seen to force consideration of issues of general significance in AI.

A variety of evidence is given for the success of the DENDRAL project. Comparisons of the complete space of structural candidates with generated and suggested candidates are given as evidence of efficient and correct structure determination for selected molecular classes (Feigenbaum, et al., 1971). In addition, published reports of candidate structure spaces appearing in widely read chemistry journals are given as evidence that chemists found DENDRAL’s performance interesting. Favorable comparisons with structure identification by human experts (graduate students and a post-doctoral fellow) for selected molecular classes are also given (Buchanan, et al., 1970). Finally, arguments are made that the DENDRAL programs can be extended to accommodate new molecular classes and rapidly accumulating theoretical knowledge of mass spectrometry.

In summary, the DENDRAL project provides considerable insight into the manner in which constructive AI is routinely done. Complex, real world problems are chosen to create an experimental design atmosphere in which issues of general interest to AI research are regularly forced into active consideration. Solutions to these design problems, as incorporated into functioning software systems, are evaluated in terms of efficiency, credibility with human experts in the domain area, and demonstrated or promised extensibility.

Formal AI

The original work of Hart, Nilsson, and Raphael (1968) and subsequent descriptions (Nilsson, 1971, 1980b) of heuristic search serve as widely read exemplars of the formal perspective in AI research. Apart from any concern for naturally intelligent behavior, these reports provide an abstract framework for using domain-specific information in determining minimum cost solutions for a large class of specific problems, expressed more generally as graph search problems.

As a problem choice, heuristic graph search represents
an abstraction of problems encountered in many applications areas (e.g., navigational routing, circuit design, or problem solving). It is the intent of the authors to give a general theory of heuristic search that encompasses a variety of techniques previously reported in the AI literature.

Methodologically, these reports give a formal problem definition of finding minimum cost paths for a restricted class of graphs that serve as a general representational medium for a variety of search problems. A generalized algorithm is developed, which, using suitably restricted evaluation functions to determine which node to consider next, can be shown always to yield a minimum cost solution path between start and goal nodes, providing such a path exists. Claims for the correctness of this general algorithm are proven, and in later reports (Nilsson, 1971; 1980b), performance comparisons are made between particular algorithms using differently informed evaluation functions.

Criteria for success in these reports include acceptable proofs of algorithm correctness and performance increases for more "informed" versions of the algorithm. More generally, it is shown that the proposed formalism does indeed cover a wide class of search techniques, from blind search to heuristic search, in which the chosen evaluation function provides a relatively tight lower bound on actual minimum cost solution paths.

To generalize, problem choice in the formal AI perspective appears to focus on recurring problems across multiple domains, which identify the need for general techniques. Hence, general techniques should not be considered to arise in a vacuum, rather they emerge as a result of a perceived need for an encompassing formal framework for some related classes of existing problems. Methodologically, work proceeds by giving a formal problem specification, detailing some computational mechanism (e.g., an algorithm) for solving the problem, and then giving some justification for the appropriateness of that mechanism. Although not appearing in the study described above, a demonstration of the proposed general technique in a particular (typically constrained) task environment is commonly used. Successful work in this perspective requires unambiguous and adequately descriptive specifications of problem and solution mechanism for an "important" class of related specific problems. A problem class can be considered important if particular manifestations of the problem recur in the literature and these various manifestations can be meaningfully viewed as members of a more general class of problems which have yet to see an encompassing solution. Demonstration of computational sufficiency must be convincing (e.g., proofs or assumptions should be believable), and comparisons with alternate methods of solution should be favorable.

Speculative AI

Schank and Abelson's (1977) treatise on natural language understanding stands as a clear exemplar of AI research in naturally occurring intelligent behavior without the onerous task of empirical verification that is characteristic of empirical AI. For Schank and Abelson, the focus of research is squarely on proposing a theory that can account for human abilities in understanding and generating routine connected discourse in a natural language. Although discussion periodically turns to a more general theory of "knowledge systems" that might encompass both human and machine performance, concern for human functioning is clearly emphasized.

As a problem choice, the authors constrain the immense domain of natural language use by focussing on what they term the "naive psychology" and "naive physics" of everyday human discourse (Schank and Abelson, 1977, p. 4). Rather than strictly defining a task environment, these constraints are taken to provide a starting point with relatively simple (i.e., common-sense) forms of knowledge. Problem choice within this perspective is discussed more directly by Lehnert (1984) in terms of local versus global task orientations. Rather than choosing highly constrained (local) problems typical of traditional psychological investigation (e.g., free word association), research within the speculative perspective considers self-contained tasks of broad (global) scope which occur as part of the normal human behavioral repertoire (e.g., question answering).

Methodologically, the approach taken by Schank and Abelson marks a sharp divergence from traditional psychological or linguistic approaches to language use, which the authors find unnecessarily restrictive. In their words, "we are willing to theorize far in advance of the usual kind of experimental validation because we need a large theory, whereas experimental validation comes by tiny bits and pieces" (Schank and Abelson, 1977, p. 7).

More rigorous demonstrations of empirical fidelity characteristic of the empirical perspective are attacked on the basis of ecological validity. In short, Schank and Abelson question the utility of studying narrowly constrained task domains (a local task orientation in Lehnert's terminology) with experimental materials stripped of external validity (e.g., memorization of nonsense syllables). Impatience with and distrust of empirical demonstrations of theoretical validity are offset by what is described as a painstaking process of implementing theorized mechanisms of natural language understanding in clearly specified computer programs. Difficulties with program construction are taken as theoretical inadequacies that must be remedied before implementation will be successful. The source of theoretical speculations appears to be primarily introspection guided by "intuitive necessity" and "internal consistency" (Schank and Abelson, 1977, p. 21). Occasionally, observations of the behavior of others (e.g., the daughter of one of the authors) are used in discussing theoretical propositions, but these observations appear to be used more as anecdotes to motivate theoretical speculation.
than as empirical demonstrations of theoretical validity. Lastly, separate programming efforts (e.g., the script and plan applying systems, SAM and PAM) are described as working implementations of theoretical components.

Criteria for success amount to the reader's sense of psychological plausibility bolstered by evidence in the form of working programs. For example, the relatively appealing proposition of script-based episodic memory for stereotypical human experiences is supported with output of the SAM (script applier mechanism) program, that includes descriptions of events which are never mentioned as part of the input story, underscoring the importance of expectations in understanding natural language.

In summary, the speculative AI approach to studying naturally occurring intelligent behavior selects problems that are common representatives of the system under study, unlike the rather restricted problems chosen in the empirical perspective discussed next. Introspection guides the formation of theoretical propositions concerning intelligent behavior, which are then tested by attempting to embody those propositions in clearly specifiable computer programs. To the extent that implementational difficulties arise, theoretical propositions are reconsidered. Successful work within this perspective consists of working programs that are taken as support for the sufficiency of psychologically plausible theories.

**Empirical AI**

The widely known GPS (General Problem Solver) project of Newell and Simon (1963, 1972) serves as an exemplar of the empirical approach to modeling naturally intelligent systems—in this case, the behavior of humans in well-defined problem-solving tasks. There is little doubt that these authors intend a model of human cognition (e.g., “GPS, a program that simulates human thought,” Newell and Simon, 1963), and their published reports are quite strongly connected to the psychological literature.

As a problem choice, Newell and Simon suggest human tasks for which AI can provide potential representational and computational strategies (i.e., data structures and means of accessing them that might have some psychological validity). Cryptarithmetic puzzles, theorem proving in logic, and chess are chosen for detailed explication in the GPS project. Extension of a similar experimental approach to a wider range of human functioning is suggested (Newell and Simon, 1972), but only after a thorough understanding of human behavior in less complex domains.

The primary methodology evident in the GPS project is a sustained interplay between program construction and a comparison of program/human performance in the current domain. This comparison proceeds as a detailed ideographic analysis of verbal problem-solving protocols. Program revisions are proposed to accommodate discrepancies between program traces and human protocols. The level of detail at which this comparison is done varies, with considerable interest in the identification of subprocesses in human performance that can be shown to correspond to the actions of subcomponents within the entire program. For example, segments of the human protocol such as, “I'm looking for a way, now, to get rid of that horseshoe. Ah... here it is, R6” (Newell and Simon, 1972, p. 461) are taken to correspond to a search through the set of operators (rules of inference in this case) during a subject's first exposure to the GPS experimental task, before a “table of connections” (used in the GPS program to index rules by difference reductions) has been acquired.

As evidence for success of the GPS project, the investigators give detailed descriptions of correspondence between program functioning and human behavior. When discrepancies do arise, to the extent that the program can be modified without major reorganization, the program is considered a valid simulation of human problem solving. Interestingly, more serious discrepancies (e.g., the tendency of some subjects to backtrack and correct previous rule invocations) are viewed positively as uncovering additions which “could significantly increase the total capabilities of the program” (Newell and Simon, 1972, p. 472) rather than as failures. Finally, the viability of the theory (i.e., humans and programs as information processing systems) is demonstrated over multiple task domains as evidence of general applicability.

More abstractly, the empirical AI perspective can be seen to choose well-defined problems that natural systems perform well. Problems chosen within the empirical perspective appear to be more narrowly constrained (of a more local orientation, to use Lehnert's terminology, 1983) than those selected within the speculative perspective. Beyond the exemplar discussed here, this tendency might be seen to extend into choosing tasks for which some empirical database exists with respect to behavior of natural systems. The methodology is essentially experimental, incrementally modifying the artificial system as a result of careful comparison with behavior of the natural system. Newell and Simon's rather strict reliance on ideographic analysis should not be generalized to the perspective as a whole. In general, the primary methodological point is that of detailed, empirical comparison between the program as model and the naturally occurring system. Criteria for success include: empirically demonstrable correspondence between program performance and natural behavior, robustness of program design with respect to incremental changes (taken as an indicator of the fidelity of the model), and (perhaps less crucial than the previous criteria) the extensibility of model concepts to varied task domains.

**Conclusion**

The review of descriptive methodological analyses and the five-fold synthesized typology we have presented make four central contributions to AI.
First, we provide a description of what is actually done in AI research, using five of the most widely known published studies in the field as examples. This is in contrast to the more common prescriptive analyses of methodological issues in AI which, when they mention existing work in the field at all, tend to focus on selected issues from a single perspective. Bundy (1983a), for example, argues strongly for investigation of computational techniques from what appears to be a constructive perspective.

Second, we provide a typology of divergent perspectives that helps to explain persistent, polemic disagreements between major players in the field of AI. For example, the much heralded “Great Debate” between Schank and McCarthy over methodologies for AI research at AAAI-83 can be understood as a public confrontation between major proponents of speculative and formal perspectives, respectively. While we will not argue that the typology presented in this paper is necessarily wholly accurate, we will claim that this methodological description makes the pluralistic nature of AI research more explicit than have previous reviews.

Third, this paper gives a clearer explication of the assumptions underlying research perspectives than can be found in previous descriptive analyses. Although we will not claim to have described such assumptions completely, we have begun a process of description that contributes to an understanding of AI as a field with multiple, competing research communities.

Finally, we hope to have presented a methodological framework which readers might use to make published reports in this field more accessible and more easily evaluated. Even if explicit attention to methodological assumptions is not included in such reports, an awareness of these issues on the part of the reader is desirable.

We should in fairness also be explicit about what this paper does not do. First, despite our enthusiasm for descriptive methodological analyses, this paper does not completely describe the field. Guidelines for problem choice, preferred methodological approach, and criteria for success are not developed at a level of detail that would allow unambiguous classification of an arbitrary study. Perhaps this is not a reasonable or even desirable goal, however, since a perspective describes the shared aspirations of a community of researchers rather than a particular study. Classification of a particular study is further complicated by the fact that individuals and issues appear to shift between perspectives over time. We do hope, however, that the arguments we have presented will serve as an impetus for a wider consideration of differing methodologies in AI.

Second, we do not feel that detailed examination of individual studies or our own classification of other studies gives sufficient empirical support for the methodological typology as described. Other avenues of investigation, such as an analysis of citation activity or funding histories, might provide more convincing evidence for particular perspectives. One corroborating source is an intriguing historical survey of “intellectual issues” in the field of AI by Newell (1983). Although his discussion is more wide ranging, Newell identifies several issues which have divided the field of AI at various times. These issues closely parallel the intentional and methodological divisions used in our five-fold typology, and, in Newell’s opinion, they have yet to be resolved. Again, rather than claiming to have completely described this situation, we hope only to have sparked a wider range of descriptive activity.

Third, and most emphatically, we have not suggested which methodological perspectives are “most promising” and thus what sorts of work future AI research “should” attempt. In fact, we have presented an explicit argument that judgments of promise must be evaluated relative to goals which differ across perspectives. Hence, without a reasonable understanding of the diversity of actual practice in AI, prescriptive judgments are at best premature and at worst parochial.

Contributions and shortcomings of this article aside, we must return to the practical issue of making sense out of the bewildering array of activity in AI. Given an arbitrary research report from the AI literature, an attempt to classify it according to the current typology would require careful consideration of a variety of issues. Unfortunately, methodological orientations are seldom presented with any clarity in published research reports, making the identification of what was actually done or intended as part of a research project quite difficult to determine. As was pointed out quite candidly after a recent conference (Olsson, 1983), researchers in AI have a proclivity for writing and talking about what they would like for their research to demonstrate, as opposed to what is actually being demonstrated. If the accepted vocabulary of AI is, indeed, “about as precise as that of poetry and about as substantive as that of advertising copy” (Doyle, 1983, p. 53), some changes in the manner in which research reports are presented would seem desirable.

We have argued not only for a typology of methods in AI research, but also for the importance of making one’s methodological orientation explicit when communicating results with the rest of the AI community. We hope that this will mark a beginning in what should be an ongoing public discussion aimed at describing the current state of AI research. The benefits of this sort of discussion, we hope, are clear. Not only might adherents of divergent approaches begin to appreciate, or at least to understand, the motivations of other researchers, but the field might become more solidly accessible to newcomers.
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